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Summary

The European Directorate for the Quality of Medicines and HealthCare is committed to promoting the principles of the 3Rs. In the field of quality control of medicines, EDQM activities concerned with the application of these principles include: the elaboration of the European Pharmacopoeia, the Official Medicines Control Laboratory network – in particular, the network for Official Control Authority Batch Release, and the Biological Standardisation Programme. A review of 3Rs activities in these areas is provided.
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1 Introduction

The mission of the European Directorate for the Quality of Medicines and HealthCare (EDQM) (www.edqm.eu) of the Council of Europe (COE) (www.coe.int) is to contribute, through its various activities, to the basic human right of access to good quality medicines and healthcare and to promote and protect human and animal health. EDQM is bound to uphold the Convention for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals used for Experimental and Scientific Purposes, CETS:123 (Council of Europe, 1986) and the principles in the European Union (EU) Directive 2010/63/EU (EC, 2010). Application of the principles of the convention, including the commitment to reduction, refinement, and replacement of animal use (the 3Rs) (Russell and Burch, 1959) permeate the many activities of EDQM and, as a result, have an impact on the Member States involved in those activities.

The main areas of activity at EDQM that are concerned with the application of 3Rs principles include the European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.), the Official Medicines Control Laboratory (OMCL) network – in particular, the networks for Official Control Authority Batch Release (OCABR) – and the Biological Standardisation Programme.

2 Animal Welfare in the European Pharmacopoeia

EDQM is responsible for the secretariat of the Ph. Eur. Commission and for preparing the general chapters and monographs of the Ph. Eur. with the groups of experts. The Ph. Eur. is a single reference work for the quality control of medicines in the signatory states of the Ph. Eur. Convention, including the Member States of the EU. The official standards published within it provide a legal and scientific basis for quality control of medicinal products during the development, production, and marketing processes. The requirements are mandatory in the EU, as reinforced through the Directives on medicines for veterinary and human use; 2001/82/EC (EC, 2001a) and 2001/83/EC (EC, 2001b) respectively, as amended.

The introduction of the Ph. Eur. (Council of Europe, 2010) clearly states the commitment to the reduction of animal use where possible. It encourages the use of alternative procedures and insists that a test involving animals only be included in a monograph if it has been demonstrated to be necessary to achieve satisfactory control for pharmacopoeial purposes.

Furthermore, as indicated in the chapter General Notices (Council of Europe, 2010), it is possible to use appropriately validated alternative methods, even if they are not explicitly mentioned in the monographs or general chapters, on the condition that the alternative shows equivalent compliance with the monograph standards and is approved by the competent authority. This is applicable to all relevant tests in the monographs or general chapters. This is further reinforced in the general monographs for vaccines for human and veterinary use (monographs 0153 and 0062, respectively) (Council of Europe, 2010), where it is also stipulated that tests must use the minimum number of animals, and cause the least pain, suffering, distress, or lasting harm.

Once an alternative method has been shown to be generally applicable, as attested by thorough scientific evidence and validation, it can be described specifically in a monograph or general chapter as a pharmacopoeial method. Numerous examples of this can be found throughout the Ph. Eur. (refer to Tab. 1).
Tab. 1: Examples of introduction of specific 3R alternatives to Ph. Eur. monographs and general chapters (Council of Europe, 2010) in the field of human and veterinary vaccines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Human Vaccines</th>
<th>Veterinary Vaccines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Addition of a section Animal tests which recommends use of humane end-points wherever possible</td>
<td>Addition of a section Animal tests which recommends use of humane end-points wherever possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deletion of abnormal toxicity (2.6.9) test based on historical review</td>
<td>Waiver for safety test after testing of initial batches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacement of guinea pig test for virulent mycobacteria</td>
<td>Replacement of test for extraneous agents in chicks by cell culture test (2.6.24, 2.6.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction of an in vitro assay (2.7.14, 2.7.15)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deletion of the neurovirulence test on seed lots</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction of genome analysis for screening prior to neurovirulence testing in animals (MAPREC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow use of mouse alternative neurovirulence assay</td>
<td>Introduction of an in vitro alternative for batch potency test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction of guinea-pig serology assay as an alternative to challenge with possibility to use the same animals for all components of a combined vaccine AND introduction of single dilution assays</td>
<td>Introduction of serological batch potency test possibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacement of guinea-pig test for residual diphtheria toxin in bulk toxoid by an in vitro test using VERO cells</td>
<td>Introduction of in vitro batch potency possibility for non-adjuvanted vaccines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacement of specific toxicity test for D and T in guinea-pigs by an upstream validation requirement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction of a one-dilution potency test</td>
<td>Introduction of an annex on humane end-points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction of an annex on humane end-points</td>
<td>Description of a serology assay for batch potency (in progress)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EDQM and the Ph. Eur. groups of experts continue to monitor the state of the art in the control of medicines to ensure that the monographs and general chapters are up to date and reflect the available best practices for the 3Rs.

3 Contribution of the OMCL Network to the 3Rs

Vaccines and medicinal products derived from human blood and plasma are biological medicinal products and may be susceptible to variability due, in part, to the origin of the starting materials and production processes but due also to many of the test methods used to evaluate them, which are also based on biological systems. They are considered of particular interest for regulatory surveillance because of the potential variability and because they generally are given to healthy populations, in particular to young children, for preventative measures or to already compromised/sensitive subjects.

Article 114 of Directive 2001/83/EC as amended (EC, 2001b) and Article 82 of Directive 2001/82/EC as amended (EC, 2001a) allow but do not require Member States to test batches of products in these categories before they are placed on the market as an extra assurance that they meet the requirements defined in their marketing authorization on a batch to batch level. This procedure is referred to as Official Control Authority Batch Release (OCABR) (EDQM, 2007a, 2010a).
While the specific wording and conditions for OCABR differ in the human and veterinary medicines Directives, in both cases Member States may choose to test batches of the relevant products after batch release by the manufacturer but before they are placed on the market. The articles also stipulate that the results of tests performed in one Member State must be mutually recognized by any other Member State also requiring OCABR. This legally mandated mutual recognition has had an important impact on the level of testing in general and on the use of animals for testing, since a maximum of one test is performed for 31 countries (EU/EEA countries plus mutual recognition agreement partner, Switzerland).

The OMCLs involved in testing apply a codified list of defined tests that have been agreed upon by the respective networks (human (OCABR) or veterinary batch release (VBR)). There is currently no use of animals in the testing of medicinal products derived from human blood and plasma (EDQM, 2010b). For human and veterinary vaccines, most in vivo testing has been replaced by methods that do not use animals (EDQM, 2007b, 2010c). Examples of tests that have been replaced include tests for pyrogens, hepatitis A potency, hepatitis B potency, inactivated polio vaccine potency, all tests for live viral and polysaccharide conjugate vaccines, and Newcastle disease vaccine potency.

For the few remaining in vivo assays, different strategies are used to promote reduction and refinement. Where in vivo potency testing is still required, the test is applied only to a new final bulk or a final lot derived from it. The results of this test are then considered for release of other lots from the same bulk. In performing these tests OMCLs can apply refinements and/or reductions, e.g., serology assays or single dilution assays for diphtheria, tetanus, acellular pertussis, and rabies (veterinary/human). In addition, specific reduction schemes can be applied after agreement by the network based on batch consistency data and following a special procedure. For the specific case of neurovirus testing of bulks of oral polio vaccine there has been a refinement from the monkey test to the transgenic mouse test, as described in the Ph. Eur. monograph (0215) and, in addition, OMCLs independently observe the same set of mice as the manufacturer to limit the use of animals.

The OCABR and VBR networks are committed to the 3Rs principles. The ultimate wish of the networks would be to replace all animal testing with suitably validated alternative methods. To that end, the involved OMCLs have been and continue to be important contributors to the development of alternative methods through their experience in the field of testing a wide range of products. Evidence of this can be seen in their leading roles in the EDQM Biological Standardisation Programme, as described below.

4 EDQM Biological Standardisation Programme and the 3Rs

The EDQM Biological Standardisation Programme (BSP) was established in 1994 and is co-sponsored by the Council of Europe and the EU Commission. EDQM acts as the secretariat. The BSP is overseen by a steering committee made up of the chairs of the relevant Ph. Eur. groups of experts responsible for the products in the scope of the program (group 6 – biotech products, group 6B – blood derived medicinal products, group 15 – human vaccines, and group 15V – veterinary vaccines). It also includes representatives from the European Medicines Agency (EMA), World Health Organization (WHO), and co-opted experts in the various subjects, as well as the Director of EDQM. The goals of the program are a) to establish Ph. Eur. working standards (Biological Reference Preparations (BRPs)) and reagents and to foster method development with the aim of standardization, b) to apply the 3Rs concept (refine, reduce, replace) with a focus on fostering implementation and regulatory acceptance, c) to promote international harmonization through collaboration with WHO, and international partners (e.g., USA, Canada, Japan etc.), and d) to collaborate and avoid overlap with other EU and global programs.

Each project follows four major steps: 1) method development, 2) feasibility studies and demonstration of transferability, 3) large scale collaborative studies, and 4) acceptance and use. The first step of development occurs prior to the involvement of the BSP, in laboratories with appropriate expertise. These laboratories then make proposals to the steering committee, which decides on the appropriate next steps for the project. The steering committee may evaluate all valid proposals for projects within the scope of the program that are backed up by appropriate scientific evidence. Project leaders are assigned to coordinate the projects in cooperation with the EDQM secretariat, and the subsequent steps are reviewed regularly and approved by the steering committee. Studies include participants from the authorities and from industry. While the primary focus is Europe, non-European partners are encouraged to take part wherever possible. The goal of the studies for method development is to provide a general validation of the method and to show that it can be transferred effectively to most labs and is appropriate for the range of products on the market in Europe. Methods from successful studies are proposed to the relevant Ph. Eur. expert group for inclusion in the relevant Ph. Eur. monograph. All studies are published in the EDQM journal, Pharmeuropa Bio & Scientific Notes. Where appropriate, meetings or conferences are held to promote the new methodology.

A number of 3Rs projects have been successfully completed under the aegis of the BSP and have led to inclusion of the alternative method in the Ph. Eur. (refer to Tab. 2).

Key factors that contribute to the successful completion of these studies include: Thorough preparation and development work by the developer, preparation of the critical reagents on a large scale as a renewable resource where necessary (e.g., specific antibodies or reference antigens), use of a range of products from the market, including different formulations and combinations with other components where relevant, use of sub-potent or borderline samples to challenge the system, early involvement of a statistician for the study design, and early involvement of OMCLs, manufacturers, and the relevant Ph. Eur. group of experts to foster communication and promote eventual acceptance.
The BSP program continues to promote 3Rs method development, and a number of projects are at various stages of preparation, including projects concerning: the potency assay for whole cell pertussis vaccine, in vitro assays for quantification of diphtheria and tetanus toxoid, a follow-up on alternative assays for rabies vaccine inactivated for veterinary and human use, and the replacement of the HIST assay for acellular pertussis vaccines.

The development of alternative methods poses a number of challenges that can require creative solutions. On the practical side these include: the availability of specific reagents, especially for in vitro assays, that require specific non-commercialized antibodies, in vivo reference methods that can be highly variable and create barriers for effective correlation studies with the new method, the availability of appropriate samples, particularly sub-potent or borderline samples, and the general availability of resources in an increasingly difficult economic environment. On the administrative/regulatory side there are also hurdles, which include: a lack of incentive for introduction of alternatives linked to real and perceived regulatory hurdles, the length of time required for implementation of a fully validated method, conservatism on the side of both regulators and industry, and the lack of harmonized or mutually recognized global requirements.

Much progress has been made in the development, promotion, and implementation of 3Rs alternatives in the activities under the aegis of EDQM and, as a consequence, in the use of these methods for the control of vaccines in the Member States and beyond. The success is possible thanks to the active participation of experts from regulatory authorities, academia, and industry. Their contributions are gratefully acknowledged. Nevertheless, room remains for further improvement, and EDQM counts on its partners to continue to push forward the boundaries of development and implementation of 3Rs alternatives in the future.
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